Please check the current campus bus schedule in effect for exact shuttle departure times / frequencies.

REMINDERS:

PASSENGERS CAN GET ON OR OFF THE SHUTTLE ANYWHERE ALONG THE PORTION OF THE ROUTE BETWEEN THE SOMERSET STREET TRAIN STATION UP UNTIL THE COLLEGE AVENUE STUDENT CENTER. HOWEVER, THE SHUTTLE IS NOT PERMITTED TO LET PEOPLE ON OR OFF THE BUS IN THE MIDDLE OF THE CITY STREET AT ANY TIME. PICKUPS AND DROPOFFS MUST BE DONE AT A CORNER / INTERSECTION. PLEASE FLAG DOWN THE SHUTTLE IN SUCH AN AREA AS IT APPROACHES TO BOARD. WHEN BOARDING THE SHUTTLE, PLEASE INFORM THE DRIVER OF YOUR DESTINATION IN ADVANCE OR SIGNAL THE “STOP REQUEST” WELL IN ADVANCE OF REACHING YOUR INTENDED DESTINATION.

ALSO REMEMBER THAT THE SHUTTLE COULD DEVIATE FROM ITS NORMAL ROUTE DUE TO ROAD CLOSURES TAKING PLACE ALONG/NEAR ITS ROUTE. PLEASE CHECK WITH THE DRIVER BEFORE/UPON BOARDING THE SHUTTLE.